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Abstract This current work evaluates the efficacy of a co-

flow nozzle for cold spray applications with the aim of

mitigating nozzle clogging issues, which can occur during

long-duration operations, by replacing the solid wall of a

divergent nozzle section with an annular co-flow fluid

boundary. Simulations were conducted on high-pressure

nitrogen flowing through convergent–divergent (C–D)

axisymmetric nozzles, with a stagnation pressure of 6 MPa

and a stagnation temperature of 1273 K. In these simula-

tions, Inconel 718 particles of varying sizes (15 lm to

35 lm) were modeled using a 2-way Lagrangian

technique, and the model’s accuracy was confirmed

through validation against experimental results. An annular

co-flow nozzle with a circular cross section and straight

passage covering the primary C–D nozzle has been

designed and modeled for cold spray application. Co-flow

was introduced to the reduced nozzle length to compensate

for particle velocity loss at higher operating conditions. It

was found that co-flow facilitates momentum preservation

for primary flow by providing an annular gas boundary,

resulting in increased particle speed for a longer axial

distance beyond the nozzle exit of the reduced divergent

length nozzle. The particle acceleration performance of the

reduced divergent section nozzle, when combined with co-

flow, is comparable to the original length nozzle.

Keywords cold gas dynamic spraying � computational

fluid dynamics � nozzle design � particle velocity

Introduction

Cold gas dynamic spray (cold spray) has emerged to be the

most attractive non-thermal metal deposition process that

has garnered significant interest from researchers and

industry due to its potential in the coating, repair, and

additive manufacturing fields (Ref 1). During the cold

spray process, particles are accelerated at high pressure

with a preheated supersonic gas stream above the critical

velocity (for powder substrate combination), but below the

erosion velocity, to achieve the bonding (Ref 2). Numerous

sectors, including aerospace, automotive, electronics,

marine, medical, oil and gas, and renewable energy, are

increasingly using cold spray additive manufacturing

(CSAM) to build stand-alone metal components or to

repair damaged metal components (Ref 3-6). Cold spray’s
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flexibility of operation and high deposition rate along with

the ability to deposit a diverse range of conventional

materials and advanced alloys like high entropy alloys

(HEA), amorphous alloys, metal matrix composites

(MMC) on a wide variety of substrates gives it an edge

over other metal additive manufacturing methods (Ref 7).

The performance of a cold spray system can be assessed

by deposition quality & efficiency and metal powder

acceleration. The three main parameters, that affect the

performance are: input power (gas stagnation pressure and

temperature at nozzle upstream), powder & substrate

material properties, and nozzle efficiency. The two most

utilized carrier gases are nitrogen and helium. Higher

consumption of the carrier gases during operation and

clogging phenomenon occurring at the throat and in the

divergent section of the nozzle are the two major bottle-

necks to be solved for long-duration continuous operations

of a high-pressure cold spray system aiming for additive

manufacturing. Clogging generally occurs when fast-

moving particles bond to the nozzle’s inner surface instead

of continuing downstream toward the substrate. The par-

ticles gradually build up and obstruct the nozzle passage

inhibiting efficient particle acceleration and leading to

lower or no deposition onto the substrate. Additionally,

particle layers adhered to the inside surface of the nozzle

reduce the working cross-sectional area. This lowers the

flow velocity and therefore lowers particle velocity, com-

promising the particle’s capacity to reach their critical

velocity at the substrate. This becomes more severe as

particle velocity and temperature increases. Nozzle clog-

ging usually occurs in two sections of a converging-di-

verging (CD) nozzle, first at the nozzle throat and secondly

downstream of divergent length as depicted in Fig. 1. The

two primary factors that contribute to nozzle clogging are

the high temperature of the nozzle wall and particle dis-

persion as highlighted by Wang et al. (Ref 8) which is

consistent with the findings by Ozdemir (Ref 9). Gas

temperature, nozzle wall roughness, nozzle material, the

intensity of inter-particle collision and collision with the

nozzle wall, throat radius, and convergent and divergent

length of the nozzle are some of the deciding factors in

particle adherence to the wall. Considering all the above

factors, along with sufficient particle velocity and

temperature, a conducive environment is produced leading

to the particles bonding to the wall and in turn creating

further buildup leading to nozzle clogging (Ref 10-13).

In general, dense, and low melting point powder mate-

rials are known for their propensity to clog which include

aluminum, copper, nickel, stainless steel, Inconel, and

titanium (Ref 14-18). These materials tend to deform and

adhere more readily, furthermore, the low melting point

makes them susceptible to premature melting or softening

resulting in clogging issues during the cold spray deposi-

tion. Cold spray nozzles are often manufactured from

materials such as tool steel, alloys, metal carbides, and

cermets, making it uneconomical to change clogged noz-

zles frequently owing to the high costs of manufacturing

such nozzles (Ref 19-21). Although it is possible to clean

nozzles and restore them to their original specification, this

necessitates monitoring the operation, stopping it when

clogging occurs and the additional machining processes

lead to additional cost. The preparation of a powder mix-

ture consisting of materials prone to clogging alongside

ceramic powder could indeed result in a reduction in nozzle

clogging. However, this approach introduces the risk of

undesired material deposited onto the substrate (Ref 22).

The cold spray system utilizes convergent-divergent

(CD) nozzles with a circular cross section. These nozzles

have an elongated divergent section and typically an exit

diameter below 10 mm. The longer divergent section

nozzle with a lesser half cone angle can provide stream-

lined straight flow in comparison to a shorter divergent

length nozzle of the same design Mach number, but it

causes significant frictional losses at the nozzle wall’s

boundary layer in the divergent section. The isentropic

design exit Mach number of convergent-divergent nozzle

depends on the area ratio at nozzle exit and throat, but not

on divergent length as it does not account for frictional

losses. Due to significant friction losses at the wall

boundary in a longer divergent length nozzle with a smaller

than 10 mm diameter passage, the exit Mach number can

be significantly lower than the design Mach number as the

boundary layer at the wall can influence the effective

passage of supersonic flow. Also, it can have a higher exit

temperature of gas than compared to the isentropic design

exit temperature due to losses in the boundary layer.

Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of

CD nozzle clogging in cold

spray process
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A clogged region is typically found toward the down-

stream region of the divergent section of the nozzle.

Reducing the divergent length of the nozzle without com-

promising the particle exit velocity could potentially

eradicate the areas that were frequently prone to clogging

during long continuous cold spray operations. However,

reducing the divergent length has an adverse effect on the

particles, by reducing their velocity at the nozzle exit as the

particles have less residence time inside the nozzle to

accelerate (Ref 23). Thus, it is required that if the nozzle

length is to be reduced, additional measures must be taken

to compensate for losses in particle velocity. Even though

the supersonic nozzle is central to a cold spray system’s

performance, very few studies have been carried out on

unconventional nozzle designs that can enhance deposition

efficiency and build quality (Ref 7, 24-30). In this study, a

volume of high-speed fluid encircling the primary flow is

introduced as a coaxial co-flow nozzle as shown in Fig. 2 to

shorten the divergent section length, and at the same time,

compensating for the velocity loss sustained by the parti-

cles by providing fluid based wall rather than a solid wall.

The concept of coaxial nozzles has been explored

through experimental investigations in an open jet facility,

where primary supersonic flow is surrounded by sonic

annular co-flow (Ref 31, 32). Additionally, Sharma et al.

conducted a computational fluid dynamics study to exam-

ine the application of co-axial nozzles in cold spray pro-

cesses (Ref 33, 34). It was observed that under all operating

conditions, the sonic co-flow around the supersonic jet not

only elongated the supersonic core by increasing the

number of shock cells but also retained momentum in the

jet’s decay zone by inhibiting mixing with the surrounding

static atmosphere. Particle acceleration may continue to

increase over extended distances within the elongated

supersonic core length. The higher particle acceleration

after the nozzle exit can make it possible to shorten the

divergent section length, which in turn can reduce the

clogging phenomenon. Apart from the elongation of the

nozzle’s supersonic core length, the co-flow nozzle can be

helpful in mitigating the acoustic signature of a supersonic

jet while impacting the substrate by suppressing the Mach

wave emission (Ref 35). In addition, co-flow can also have

the added advantage of assisting nozzle wall cooling as

lower-temperature annular co-flow gas passes over the

primary flow walls during the operation. Significant

advances in computational fluid dynamics (CFD) (Ref

36, 37) research of cold spray processes enable the per-

formance of the novel nozzle to be evaluated in conjunc-

tion with experimentally obtained results.

This study primarily aims to develop an understanding

on the effect of a reduced divergent length on particle

acceleration in a cold spray CD nozzle by using CFD

simulations. Additionally, this study investigates the miti-

gation strategies for any reduced performance of the CD

nozzle by introducing the annular co-flow region, which

provides a moving fluid boundary to preserve the

momentum of gas flow exiting from the reduced divergent

length nozzle. The following sections will analyze the

results of the axisymmetric numerical simulations for four

different divergent length nozzles by comparing gas and

particle velocity for different sizes of particles, i.e., 22, 35,

15-35 lm. In addition, a shorter nozzle using co-flow is

compared with the original nozzle while maintaining all

other nozzle design parameters the same, to understand the

effectiveness of the co-flow.

Design and Modeling Method

All the numerical simulations carried out in this study are

performed using ANSYS Fluent 2021 R1 with gas and

particle simulations carried out using a two-dimensional

axisymmetric computational domain.

Fig. 2 Representative diagram

of co-flow nozzle for cold spray

application
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Geometry and Computational Domain

The simulations are performed for a standard convergent-

divergent nozzle along with a co-flow nozzle by integrating

an annular passage as shown in Fig. 2. The original con-

vergent-divergent nozzle has a divergent length (DL) of

189 mm. The operating conditions for primary flow that

accelerate the Inconel 718 powder particles are adopted

according to a high-pressure cold spray system operating at

6 MPa of stagnation pressure and 1273 K of stagnation

temperature. The exit-to-throat area ratio and the conver-

gent section were kept constant for all nozzle designs while

the divergent length was varied from 15 to 42D, where D is

the nozzle exit diameter. Until a specific reduction in

divergent length is reached, the particle speed exhibits

minimal decline or, in certain instances, remains unchan-

ged. In our parametric investigation, we observed a small

decrement (approximately 2.5%) in particle velocity with

divergent length reduction up to 129 mm as shown in

Fig. 3 which compares the mean particle velocity for DL

129 and DL 189 nozzle. However, noteworthy disparities

emerged with a reduction from divergent length of 109 mm

(DL 109) onward. Consequently, nozzles with a divergent

length less than or equal to 109 mm are included in this

study. The study includes simulations of three distinct

divergent length nozzles DL 109, DL 99, and DL 69 in

addition to the original length DL 189 nozzle. The corre-

sponding simulation conditions of all four designs (DL

189, DL 109, DL 99 & DL 69) with varying divergent

lengths along with co-flow conditions are summarized in

Table 1.

As illustrated in Fig. 2, a co-flowing annular straight

channel is coupled to the divergent portion of the nozzle,

allowing the central jet to expand into the sonic annular

flow. Figure 4 shows the computational domain and com-

putational grid for the co-flow nozzle used in the simula-

tions. A straight chamber is attached at the beginning of the

convergent section of the nozzle to stabilize the gas flow.

The computational domain comprises a stagnation

chamber, a particle discharge tube, the nozzle along with

the co-flow region, and an extended expansion region. A

two-dimensional axisymmetric model was utilized in the

analysis with quadrilateral elements which allows a con-

siderable reduction in computational time. The structured

mesh was constructed to complement the respective flow

phenomena and tested to provide a mesh-independent

solution. The mesh was refined at the near-wall region to

capture the boundary layer flow. The throat and exit region

of the nozzle was refined adequately to visualize the flow

gradient and capture the shock patterns. Special attention

was given to the exit refinement to ensure that there was no

change in flow patterns during the grid independence study.

Boundary Conditions

The boundary conditions at the nozzle inlet (pressure inlet)

were set to 6 MPa and 1273 K for Inconel 718 in all of the

simulations, while atmospheric static pressure was set at

the outlet zone. At the co-flow nozzle (pressure inlet

boundary) 3 MPa and 300 K were applied to understand

the influence on particle acceleration and enhancement of

the primary flow core length. For both co-flow and primary

inlet, nitrogen (N2) was employed as the working gas in the

computational study. The stagnation chamber has negligi-

ble velocity thus the total and static temperature and

pressure are equal. An extended domain was created at the

exit of the nozzle to analyze the particle’s velocity profile.

For the simulation case without co-flow, the co-flow inlet

was assigned a wall boundary condition. All boundary

conditions employed in the simulation have been explicitly

listed in Table 2 for reference. In the experimental work,

15-35 lm Inconel powder particle was utilized with a

mean particle size of 22 lm with the largest being 35 lm.

Thus, for the computational analysis these three sizes, i.e.,

22, 35 lm, and a variation of 15-35 lm were intentionally

chosen and injected from the nozzle inlet at 60 g/min to

encompass the range of particle sizes encountered in the

actual experiments.

Simulation Set-Up

The nozzle configurations in Table 1 were simulated with a

two-dimensional axisymmetric solver. To account for

compressibility effects, the ideal gas law was used for den-

sity calculations and nitrogen was used as the process gas. An

implicit density-based solver was used under steady-state

conditions as it responds favorably to compressible flows in

the supersonic region. In highly compressible flow, the vis-

cosity of the gas tends to change with temperature, thus the

3-coefficient Sutherland law is utilized as it is widely rec-

ommended for supersonic gas flows. The advection upstream

splitting method (AUSM) scheme was employed as the flux
Fig. 3 Mean particle velocity at 25 mm standoff distance for DL 189

& DL 129 for 22 lm, 35 lm, and 15-35 lm particle size
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Table 1 Simulated cases (NCF- Without Co-Flow, CF- With Co-Flow, Gas: Nitrogen)

Sr. No. Cases Cone Without co-flow With co-flow Operating

condition

Material Particle size used in CFD study

Half-Angle (0) (3 MPa & 300 K)

1a DL69 1.038 NCF … 6 MPa & 1273 K Inconel 718 22 lm,

1b 35 lm,

1c (15-35 lm)

2a DL99 0.723 NCF With CF 6 MPa & 1273 K Inconel 718 22 lm,

2b 2a’,2b’,2c’ 35 lm,

2c (15-35 lm)

3a DL109 0.657 NCF … 6 MPa & 1273 K Inconel 718 22 lm,

3b 35 lm,

3c (15-35 lm)

4a DL189 0.378 NCF … 6 MPa & 1273 K Inconel 718 22 lm,

4b 35 lm,

4c (15-35 lm)

Fig. 4 (a) Computational domain and (b) Computational grid for co-flow nozzle

Table 2 Boundary conditions
Name Condition type P T DPM

BC 1 Inlet Pressure inlet Specified Specified Escape

BC 2 Inlet powder inj. Pressure inlet Specified Specified Injection

BC 3 Inlet co-flow Pressure inlet Specified Specified Escape

BC 4 Inlet Free stream Velocity inlet Specified Specified Escape

BC 5 Outlet Pressure outlet Specified Specified Escape

BC 6 Wall Adiabatic no -slip ... ... Reflect
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type along with the Green-Gauss node-based gradient

method for discretization. The flow fields were solved with

second-order accuracy until the necessary number of itera-

tions reached an acceptable level of convergence. As the flow

field lacks regions of flow separation or recirculation, the

2-equation standard k-e model of turbulence was found

adequate for this study. High-order term relaxation (HOTR)

and convergence acceleration for stretched meshes (CASM)

were enabled to accelerate convergence in the density-based

solver (DBS-implicit) along with solution steering (Ref

24, 25). The FMG initialization method was used to get an

initial solution for the solver to initiate the simulation and

reduce the computational time. Particle injection into the

nozzle inlet was carried out using a discrete phase modeling

algorithm. For the study of 22 and 35 lm particle size, 100

particles were injected through surface injection, while for

the simulation of particles with a size range of 15-35 lm

1000 particles were injected via group injection method and

distribution according to the Rosin–Rammler approach (Ref

38). To validate the numerical model, a single simulation

was conducted, simulating 5000 particles within the size

range of 15-35 lm for the DL 189 case. This simulation

aimed to compare the results with experimental data. A two-

way Lagrangian approach was utilized to simulate particle

acceleration, as it is more effective for obtaining higher-

quality results. Furthermore, the high-Mach number drag

law was used to include the effect of compressibility. The

stochastic-tracking type model discrete random walk

(DRW) method was used to account for particle dispersion

due to turbulence effects. By using this, the generation of a

fluctuating velocity is realized by a Gaussian distribution

function (Ref (33, 34)).

Grid Independence and Model Validation

Three different mesh sizes of grid fine (0.075 mm), med-

ium (0.1 mm), and coarse (0.125 mm) were used to sim-

ulate the central nozzle without co-flow. Particles were

injected at the nozzle inlet and non-dimensional gas and

particle velocities (V/VDesign) were plotted against a non-

dimensional axial location (X/D). V represents the respec-

tive gas or particle velocity, while VDesign is the calculated

gas velocity using isentropic relations at nozzle exit for a

particular design Mach number nozzle, MDesign. Figure 5

depicts the non-dimensionalized gas and particle velocities

obtained from simulations. These velocities are normalized

using the gas speed generated by a nozzle operating with

nitrogen at a stagnation temperature of 1273 K, using

isentropic relations as explained by Eq 1, 2, and 3. The

comparison of gas phase velocities at different grid reso-

lutions reveals that there is negligible variation in the

nozzle exit velocity and the post-nozzle fluctuations, which

corresponds to shock cell formations in the flow field. The

particle acceleration results obtained from the three grid

resolutions are also compared. Notably, there are no sub-

stantial deviations in particle acceleration among the dif-

ferent grids, leading to the selection of the medium grid

resolution for further simulation to reduce computation

time.

VDesign ¼ MDesign �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

c � RU � Te
MWgas

s

ðEq 1Þ

Te

To
¼ 1 þ c� 1

2
M2

Design

� ��1

ðEq 2Þ

Ae

A� ¼
1

MDesign

2

cþ 1

� �

1 þ c� 1

2
M2

Design
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cþ1

2ðc�1Þ

ðEq 3Þ

The experiment was conducted using a commercially

available Plasma Giken cold spray system with the original

nozzle of the divergent length of 189 mm (DL 189),

operating at a stagnation temperature of 1273 K and stag-

nation pressure of 6 MPa with the injection of Inconel 718

powder with a size range of 15-35 lm. The particle

velocity at a 25 mm standoff distance was obtained using a

HiWatch CS2 particle velocity probe. Numerical simula-

tions were then carried out with the experimental condition

and particle velocity distribution result at 25 mm standoff

distance was obtained and plotted along with experimental

mean velocity as shown in Fig. 6. In numerical simulation,

the mean velocity line represents the mean velocity of 5000

particles injected into the particle pipe in the simulation,

while the neutral axis represents the centerline of the

nozzle. It can be seen that the simulation results are well

matched to the experimental results where simulated mean

particle speeds were found to be within 4% of the mean

velocity obtained from the particle velocity probe as

Fig. 5 Grid independence test for different grid sizes
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represented in Fig. 6 (private communication IIT Madras)

(Ref 39). Additionally, the upper and lower limits of par-

ticle velocities from the simulation fell comfortably within

the experimental range, thereby confirming the validation

of the numerical model for the current nozzle design study.

Results and Discussion

Effect of Reduction in the Divergent Length

In this section, comprehensive numerical simulations were

performed for each of the four cases as outlined in Table 1.

Different divergent lengths of 69, 99, 109, and 189 mm are

considered, represented by DL 69, DL 99, DL 109, and DL

189, respectively, under no co-flow conditions (NCF) at a

stagnation pressure of 6 MPa and the stagnation tempera-

ture of 1273 K. The investigation was systematically car-

ried out across three distinct sets, with the first set

dedicated to simulating all cases (1a, 2a, 3a, and 4a) for a

particle size of 22 lm. The second set delved into simu-

lations tailored for a particle size of 35 lm (1b, 2b, 3b, and

4b), while the third set encompassed a thorough explo-

ration of the entire powder particle size range (15-35 lm)

across all divergent length, i.e., (case 1c, 2c, 3c and 4c).

Within each set, the centerline gas speed, mean particle

velocities and velocity contours are analyzed for different

divergent length nozzles while keeping the exit Mach

number the same and varying cone half-angle between

0.378 and 1.0380. This parametric approach aims to pro-

vide a detailed understanding of how varying divergent

lengths impact performance, contributing valuable insights

to the broader understanding of the subject.

22 lm Particle Size

Figures 7 and 8 depict the gas phase velocity variation and

contours for DL 69, 99, 109 & 189 cases at 6 MPa 1273 K

Inconel for 22 lm particle size. The gas velocity profiles

follow the same trend in the convergent section of the

nozzle and the supersonic jet profile, the number of shock

cells after the nozzle exit is also the same, with a marginal

reduction in shock strength and elongation in axial core

length. To facilitate reader comprehension, we have

incorporated graphical annotations, highlighting key

parameters such as nozzle exit, core length, and shock cell

for the DL 189 case under no co-flow conditions (NCF).

These marked terms serve as interpretive cues, aiding in

the understanding of analogous parameters in the context

of the other cases. As the length of the nozzle becomes

shorter the increase in gas exit velocities is due to a

reduced boundary layer effect on centerline flow and

reduced friction losses overall (Ref 40, 41). The expression

‘‘V/VDesign’’ denotes the ratio of the attained gas velocity at

any particular location within and outside the nozzle to the

isentropic gas velocity at the nozzle exit for which the

nozzle was originally designed, corresponding to a specific

Mach number. It was found that the DL 69 achieved the

highest gas velocity of 91.8% at the exit of the nozzle as

compared to the designed mach number, while DL 99, DL

109, and DL 189 achieved 91.04, 89.94, and 85.01%,

respectively. Figure 9(a) illustrates the mean particle

velocity of 100 particles with a diameter of 22 lm, which

were introduced through a powder feeder tube at the cen-

terline of the convergent section during numerical simu-

lations. Additionally, the figure includes a zoomed-in

normalized particle velocity representation Fig. 9(b) for all

four cases. When the divergent length is reduced, the gas

phase velocity at the centerline is seen to increase. The

increase in gas velocity could directly relate to an increase

in particle velocity. However, at the same time, particles

get less residence time in the shorter divergent sec-

tion. Thus, the combined effect leads to an overall reduc-

tion in the particle velocity as seen in the particle velocity

results, thereby inferring that the reduced residence time is

a dominant factor over the increased gas velocity when it

comes to the shortening of the divergent section. DL 189

case showed the highest particle velocity which indicates

that the longer nozzles allow for a higher residence time for

particles to remain in high-speed flow, which imparts

higher speed. Figure 10 illustrates the mean particle

velocity trend for various nozzles at exit and a standoff

distance of 25 mm. The particle velocity at the nozzle exit

reduces from 740 m/s in DL 189 to 691 m/s, 672 m/s, and

624 m/s in DL 109, DL 99, and DL 69, respectively. The

particle velocity exhibits an approximate 15.6% drop

between DL 189 and DL 69, while DL 99 and DL 109

Fig. 6 Particle velocity distribution for DL 189 at 6 MPa 1273 K

for15-35 lm particle size at 25 mm standoff distance
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sustained a drop of 9.12% and 6.58%, respectively. Ana-

lyzing the particle velocity at a standoff distance of 25 mm

from the exit, the DL 69 case experiences a 12.15%

reduction, while DL 109 and DL 99 exhibit drops of 6.47%

and 7.26%, respectively, in comparison to the DL 189 case.

Comparing the increase in particle velocity at the standoff

distance with the nozzle exit for each case, the DL 69 case

demonstrates the most significant increase, approximately

41 m/s, whereas the DL 189 case has the least increment,

with just 17 m/s. This trend is attributed to the higher exit

gas velocity and relatively weaker shock strength in the DL

69 case compared to the DL 189 case which helps the

particle accelerate more than that of larger length nozzles.

In cold spray, when particles impact the substrate, a

minimum velocity (the critical velocity) is needed for the

particles to bond effectively. The critical velocity mainly

depends on the intrinsic properties of particles, substrate,

and process parameters (Ref 42, 43). One of the most

dominant factors affecting critical velocity is the particle

size. The determination of critical velocity is conducted

through a semi-empirical method, wherein the velocity

distribution is measured in conjunction with the deposition

efficiency and particle size distribution. This process

involves calculating the size and velocity of the largest

particle capable of bonding to the substrate (Ref 44). Par-

ticles of larger diameter tend to be the slowest, the velocity

associated with this largest and slowest bonded particle is

then considered as the experimentally determined critical

velocity. Thus, these large diameter particles dictate the

optimum parameters of gas temperature and pressure for

the process. Therefore, additional simulations were carried

out for all the cases using a 35-lm particle size to observe

the effect it has on the particle velocities.

Fig. 7 Axial gas velocity of DL

69, 99, 109 & 189 at 6 MPa

1273 K Inconel for 22 lm

particle size

Fig. 8 Gas velocity contours for DL 69, 99, 109 & 189 at 6 MPa 1273 K
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35 lm Particle Size

The gas velocity profile remains consistent across varying

particle sizes, exhibiting the same behavior as previously

mentioned, with the highest velocity observed for the DL

69 nozzle and the lowest for the DL 189 nozzle. Fig-

ure 11(a) depicts the mean particle velocity plot of 100

Inconel particles with a diameter of 35 lm, along with a

zoomed-in normalized particle velocity representation

Fig. 11(b) for all four cases DL 69, 99, 109 & 189 at 6 MPa

1273 K. Figure 12 outlines the mean particle velocity at

both the nozzle exit and a 25-mm standoff distance for

particles with a size of 35 lm. Upon analyzing the mean

particle velocities at the nozzle exit, it is observed that the

35 lm particles achieved speeds of 670.4 m/s in DL 189,

623.6 m/s in DL 109, 631.5 m/s in DL 99, and 585 m/s in

DL 69 case. This indicates a 12.71% decrease in particle

velocity for DL 69 compared to the DL 189 case, while DL

99 and DL 109 exhibited reductions of 5.8% and 7%,

respectively. Likewise, when examining particle velocity at

a standoff distance of 25 mm from the exit, DL 69

exhibited a 9.06% decrease, while DL 99 and DL 109

experienced reductions of 3.8% and 5.4%, respectively,

compared to the DL 189 case. It was noteworthy to observe

DL 99 outperforming DL 109 in this particular instance, as

DL 109 experienced a 7 % decrease, slightly more than DL

Fig. 9 Mean particle velocity

(a), zoomed-in normalized

particle velocity (b) of DL 69,

99, 109 & 189 at 6 MPa 1273 K

Inconel for 22 lm particle size
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99 at nozzle exit. Contrary to expectations based on the

divergent length and residence time concept, DL 109

should have exhibited higher particle velocity. However,

unexpectedly, there was a 1.2% excess reduction in com-

parison to DL 99 at the nozzle exit and 1.6 % at a standoff

distance, potentially attributable to numerical uncertainties

or reasons unknown to the author at this juncture. From

Fig. 12, it can also be observed from the trendline that

particles accelerate much more effectively over a standoff

distance of 25 mm when the nozzle divergent length is

reduced, mirroring what was observed for the 22 lm case.

Between the standoff distance and the nozzle exit, the

mean particle velocity increased by 37 m/s for DL 69, with

the lowest increase in 14 m/s observed in the DL 189 case.

15-35 lm Particle Size

When a nozzle is designed for a cold spray system the

nozzle must accommodate different particle sizes across a

range of pressure and temperatures. Thus, it is required to

validate the reduced divergent length nozzle’s performance

for a range of particle sizes. Hence, particle distribution of

15-35 lm is simulated and analyzed at the same working

pressure and temperature conditions of 6 MPa & 1273 K

and results can be seen in Figs. 13 and 14. The trends in gas

and particle velocity closely mirror those observed for

particle sizes of 22 lm and 35 lm. Examining the mean

particle velocity of 1000 particles at the nozzle exit, DL 69,

DL 99, and DL 109 experienced velocity reductions of

11.4%, 4.9%, and 4%, respectively. DL 99 and DL 109

demonstrated comparable performance, with their particle

velocity at the standoff distance decreasing by 3% and

2.5% compared to DL 189 while for the DL 69 case, the

velocity decreased by 7.77%. Observing the increase in

individual nozzle’s particle velocities across the standoff

distance, DL 69 exhibited the most significant increment

with 42 m/s, surpassing the DL 189 case which had the

lowest increment observed. Meanwhile, DL 99 and DL 109

showed similar increments of 30 and 27 m/s, respectively.

In summary, evaluating the mean particle velocity out-

comes for particle sizes of 22, 35, and 15-35 lm allows us

to assess the performance of each nozzle case (DL 69, DL

99, DL 109) against DL 189. This assessment is based on

three key factors. First, the reduction in particle velocities

compared to the original DL 189 nozzle, and second the

increase in particle velocities over a standoff distance. The

third and most crucial consideration is, how the reduction

in nozzle length impacts particle velocity and whether this

decrease can be compensated by implementing additional

measures to maintain performance similar to that of the

original length nozzle. DL 69 suffered the largest average

decrement in particle velocity at nozzle exit across all three

particle sizes, which is 13.23%, while at standoff, it was

9.66 % as seen in Table 3. DL 99 and DL 109 demonstrated

a very close performance, exhibiting a particle velocity

decrement within 1% for the particle size range of

15-35 lm, with a maximum difference of 2.6% observed

across all particle size simulations. Analyzing particle

velocity gain in each individual nozzle at standoff distance

spanning over all particle sizes the performance was in the

order DL 69[DL99[DL109[DL 189. Particle

velocity gain after nozzle exit decreased as the nozzle

length increased. When we are looking into different

strategies to be effective in compensating the particle

velocity in the shorter divergent nozzle to that of the

original length the difference in particle velocity should be

in an achievable range. The selection of the optimal nozzle

length among the three cases (DL 69, DL 99, and DL 109)

Fig. 10 Mean particle velocity

at nozzle exit and at 25 mm

standoff distance for 22 lm

particle size
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involves a tradeoff among the aforementioned factors. In

the case of DL 69, the disparity in particle velocity is too

substantial to be compensated for by flow control methods,

such as introducing co-flow around the primary supersonic

core, making its elimination necessary. Both DL 99 and DL

109 exhibit similar performance and fall within the range

where particle velocity can be compensated to match that

of DL 189. As the current study aims to explore how a

reduced divergent length nozzle, combined with co-flow,

affects performance to match that of the original nozzle,

thus, a shorter nozzle DL 99 was selected for further

investigation. Thus, DL 99 nozzle was adopted and its

simulation with co-flow and without co-flow condition

across all three particle sizes, i.e., 22, 35, and 15-35 lm

was done and finally compared to DL 189 case.

The Effect of Co-Flow on Reduced Divergent Length

Nozzle

Considering the above discussion about the performance of

nozzles at high pressure for different particle sizes, it was

conceived that the DL 99 case offers the shortest divergent

length nozzle without sustaining very high losses in parti-

cle velocity. At 6 MPa and 1273 K the particle velocity

drop at the nozzle exit was nearly 5% for DL 99 for powder

particle size range of 15-35 lm. To compensate for this

Fig. 11 Mean particle velocity

(a), zoomed-in normalized

particle velocity (b) of DL 69,

99, 109 & 189 at 6 MPa 1273 K

Inconel for 35 lm particle size
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loss the addition of co-flow was introduced to the nozzle.

The annular co-flow around the primary supersonic core

flow provides additional moving fluid boundary in place of

the solid wall boundary and increases the supersonic core

length of jet by inhibiting mixing with the outer atmo-

sphere (Ref 31, 32). The numerical simulations are per-

formed for the co-flow inlet at a pressure of 3 MPa &

temperature of 300 K.

Figure 15 represents the mean axial particle velocity

comparison between DL 99 CF & DL 189 NCF case (2a’,

2b’, 4a, and 4b) for 22 and 35 lm particles. At a standoff

distance of 25 mm, for the particle size of 35 lm DL 99

CF achieved a particle velocity of 660 m/s compared to

684 m/s of DL 189. Similarly, for the 22 lm particle size,

DL 99 CF reached a velocity of 743 m/s compared to

757 m/s of DL 189. In the co-flow case mean particle

velocity matches with the original nozzle at 40 mm

standoff distance and then continues to accelerate up to

60 mm standoff distance for 22 lm particle as seen in

Fig. 16. For the 35 lm particle size, the co-flow case

accelerates slowly and matches the DL 189 at 60 mm,

which is true in conjunction with the fact that larger par-

ticle attains less velocity in cold spray deposition process

(Ref 45). Further simulations were carried out for the DL

99 NCF, DL 99 CF, and the DL 189 NCF (2c, 2c’, and 4c)

conditions with a particle size distribution of between 15

and 35 lm and mean particle velocity was compared as

depicted in Fig. 17(a). Figure 17(b) illustrates comparisons

of gas velocity profiles for DL 99 CF and NCF conditions.

Additionally, Fig. 18 displays their gas velocity magnitude

Fig. 12 Mean particle velocity

at nozzle exit and at 25 mm

standoff distance for 35 lm

particle size

Fig. 13 Particle velocity of DL

69, 99, 109 & 189 at 6 MPa &

1273 K Inconel for 15-35 lm

particle size
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contours under the same conditions. The supersonic core

length can be defined as the point of the last shock cell

from the nozzle exit. The supersonic jet exiting from both

the nozzle operations are under-expanded in nature. In

under-expanded supersonic jet, there is expansion fan for-

mation at the nozzle lip, which leads to an increase in

centerline jet velocity in the first shock cell. The increase in

centerline velocity corresponds to the expansion level

(extension of first shock cell in the lateral direction). These

expansion fans get reflected from the flow boundary as a

shock-wave (compression wave), resulting in the decrease

of flow velocity downstream of the jet in centerline. The

shock waves generated will further reflect from the jet

boundary as expansion waves, leading to a subsequent

increase in the centerline flow velocity as we move further

downstream. The oscillations in centerline velocities, as

illustrated in Fig. 17(b), persist, and extend along the

supersonic core length of the jet due to a sequence of

expansion and compression waves (Ref 32). The

downstream of the supersonic core, the centerline jet

becomes subsonic, and more mass is entrained from sur-

roundings leading to the jet-decay region until the center-

line flow becomes static. In the presence of co-flow, the

expansion of the jet in the first shock cell is restricted due

to the presence of a moving boundary, leading to a lower

increase in centerline velocity as seen in Figs. 17(b) & 18.

The co-flow presence restricts the entrainment of mass

from the surrounding static atmosphere toward the cen-

terline of the jet. This restriction results in a higher number

of oscillations in centerline velocity compared to the no co-

flow conditions, ultimately leading to an extended super-

sonic core length. The co-flow nozzle has been found to

preserve the momentum of gas in the central jet flow by

reducing the mixing of the supersonic core with the sur-

rounding (Ref 46), thereby resulting in a prolonged

velocity decay.

Further analyzing, Fig. 17(b) it can be seen that the core

length in DL 99 CF is longer with respect to DL 99 NCF.

Fig. 14 Mean particle velocity

at nozzle exit and at 25 mm

standoff distance for 15- 35 lm

particle size

Table 3 Mean Particle velocity decrement in DL 69, DL 99 and DL 109 at nozzle exit and standoff distance compared to DL 189 at 6 MPa

1273 K

Case NE = at Nozzle Exit, SOD = at 25 mm standoff distance Reduction in particle velocity compared to DL 189

case in %

Average decrement

22 lm 35 lm 15-35 lm

DL 69 NE 15.6 12.71 11.4 13.24

SOD 12.15 9.06 7.77 9.66

DL 99 NE 9.12 5.8 4.9 6.61

SOD 7.26 3.8 3 4.69

DL 109 NE 6.58 7 4 5.86

SOD 6.47 5.4 2.5 4.79
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The same can be inferred from the gas velocity contour in

Fig. 18 where the co-flow jet extends more into the

downstream direction when compared to the jet of NCF

condition. This extended supersonic core length, facilitated

by co-flow (accompanied by a reduced nozzle length)

provides the powder particle with equivalent or higher

residence time to maintain high speed without the presence

of a solid wall for a longer length.

Figure 19 compares the mean particle velocities at dif-

ferent standoff distances from the nozzle exit for DL 99CF

and DL 189 NCF cases for particle sizes 15-35 lm. The

particles in the DL 99 CF case continue to accelerate after

the nozzle exit for a greater standoff distance and ulti-

mately reach a mean velocity similar to that of the original

DL 189 nozzle, with a difference of just 2 m/s at a standoff

distance of 60 mm. It opens up the possibility of having an

effective deposition with co-flow-assisted cold spray over

an extended standoff distance of up to 60 mm. Figure 20

illustrates the distribution of particle velocities for both DL

99 CF and DL 189, considering particle sizes ranging from

15 to 35 lm obtained from simulation results. Figure 21

represents the indicative particle position obtained from

CFD simulation for DL99 CF and DL 189 at a standoff

distance of 50 and 25 mm, respectively, from the nozzle

Fig. 15 Axial particle velocity

comparison between DL 99 CF

& DL 189 for 22 and 35 lm

particle

Fig. 16 Mean particle velocity

at different standoff distance for

22 and 35 lm particle size
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Fig. 17 Mean particle velocity

(a), gas velocity (b) comparison

between DL 99 NCF and DL99

CF

Fig. 18 Gas velocity

comparison between DL 99

NCF and DL99 CF
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exit. Upon examining the velocity distribution in Fig. 20

and the particle positions in Fig. 21, it is evident that the

mean value and particle dispersion are highly comparable

for DL 99 CF at a standoff distance of 50 mm in com-

parison to DL 189 at a standoff distance of 25 mm. Con-

sequently, it can be asserted that DL 99 with co-flow

emerges as an optimal choice, demonstrating improved

performance over DL 189. This is evident through its

enhanced deposition capability over a larger distance,

similar mean velocity, and reduced susceptibility to fric-

tional losses and clogging.

Conclusion

In this study, the effect of a reduction in the divergent

section of a cold spray nozzle on particle acceleration is

investigated by numerical simulation, operating at a stag-

nation pressure of 6 MPa and stagnation temperature of

1273 K with nitrogen carrier gas for 15-35 lm Inconel 718

particles. The marginal reduction in nozzle performance,

while reducing the divergent section length has been

compensated by the introduction of co-flow of Nitrogen

Fig. 19 Mean particle velocity

at different standoff distance for

15-35 lm particle size

Fig. 20 Particle velocity

distribution for DL99 CF at

50 mm and DL 189 at 25 mm

standoff distance from the

nozzle exit with lateral axis
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(same carrier gas) at 3 MPa and 300 K. The key findings to

date are:

1. Reducing the divergent section length increases the

exit gas velocity from the nozzle while also reducing

the residence time for particles in a high-speed stream,

and thus the particle’s maximum attainable velocity.

However, up to a certain reduced divergent length

there is reduced variation in the particle velocity

compared to the original nozzle.

2. Based on supersonic core-length elongation, the DL 99

CF nozzle has comparable performance with the DL

189 NCF nozzle for gas velocity and particle acceler-

ation. The introduction of an outer co-flow in the

reduced divergent section nozzle improves the perfor-

mance at all lengths for supersonic core elongation as

well as enhancing particle acceleration.

3. It is expected that the reduced divergent length will

facilitate the reduction of clogging and lead to

enhanced continuous operational time of cold spray

equipment. This will be explored further in a follow-up

study of this current research.

The future studies can consider introducing air in the co-

flow region to reduce the cost of operation, while primary

gas can be nitrogen or helium. Conducting additional

numerical simulations involving a flat substrate at different

standoff distances, along with experimentation and flow

visualization using a Schlieren system can provide a more

comprehensive understanding of the co-flow effects. Fur-

thermore, the integration of the co-flow method into

existing industrial cold spray systems presents significant

challenges, primarily stemming from design constraints

and the presence of cooling jackets over the nozzles.

Addressing these challenges and actively working on

finding effective solutions could also be a promising ave-

nue for future research.
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